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My father was devoted to his family, especially its
idiosyncrasies, but his grand passion was bird shooting and its
mystique. His gun room on the third floor of our house had low-set
dormer windows which gave strangely angled views of the driveway
and laundry yard below, and here each year just after Christmas he
went to prepare for the next October's season. So accustomed was I
at an early age to gun lore that when I was told that the rocky cliffs at
Carleton Island contained shells, I thought these must be shotgun
shells. When my father heard in 1948 that we were to go to Sweden,
he thought this a fine requisitioning opportunity and went right out
to his suppliers to buy flannel sheets, Hudson Bay blankets, woolen
underwear, and even, I think, a Primus stove. Warmth was ever his

criterion of happiness.
In a sweltering August we packed everything in two old box
trunks, last used by my family for the trip to Carleton Island—^by
Pullman train from North Station to Kingston, New York. Jeff, who
was seventeen months old and had impetigo, had rivulets of gentian
violet running down his body—^he looked like a small map.

I had what I felt to be a large sum of money for buying clothing
and went to Jordan Marsh telling myself, "Do not lose this money."
Within just a short time I had left my handbag behind on a counter.
There is, it seems, a perverse brain function which causes one to do
exactly what one wants most not to do. The handbag was still on the
counter when I went back, and I've come to think (as an experienced
loser) that valuable things left behind are often still there because no
one can believe what he sees. In London I once left my handbag on
the sidewalk by a Kensington High Street bus stop, and when,
sometime later, I called a fish store near the bus stop and asked them
to look, they reported that it was still there. Things are more often
permanently lost in dreams—in mine, at least, lost repeatedly
without having first been found.
My mother always had a premonition that any parting would
be a final one, and Europe seemed much more distant than now.
Sweden was in fact remote. So our farewells were sad, and we set off
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in our 1946 Ford that cost $1,300 when new*, for New York City,
where we sailed on the old Gripsholm of the Swedish-America Line.

MCB and Jeffrey on board the Gripsholm,
September 1948.

The Gripsholm, built in 1923, wasn't made entirely of wood, but
it seemed closer to the era of sailing ships than to that of the chromeart-deco ocean liner. It had dark interiors paneled in tropical woods;
small, mostly enclosed decks; and an air of restraint not since known
in shipbuilding. The food was wonderful, as were the stability and
comfort, and Jeff took greatly to shuffleboard.
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*We had a succession of Fords. Letters to my mother from Sweden were a litany of
complaints, such as, "Only the left rear door will open," or, "Today I was stalled in
traffic for so long that a policeman asked to see my license." Once the car stalled on a
ferry so that no other cars could get off. They included three large buses containing
the entire staff of the Russian Embassy on an outing.
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Note the presence of Hans Christian Andersen of Denmark and the Fritzsche sisters of New York,
who may or may not have descended from Barbara Frietschie 1766-1862 of Civil War fame. "Shoot if
you must this old gray head, but spare your country's flag," she said. Brilliant rhyming by John Greenleaf
Whittier 1807-92, who, like you, was a descendant of Tristram Coffin cl 609-81 of Nantucket.
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We arrived in Gothenburg on a clear day and, driving directly
across Sweden to Stockholm on this day, first experienced Sweden's
extraordinary light. It did not, I suppose, reflect directly off the polar
ice cap, but so it seemed. It had an icy clarity, which gave the forests
and lakes that we passed a more-than-real existence.
We reached Stockholm at night. The Embassy had put us in a
small hotel on the inner harbor, facing across to Strandvagen, and in
the morning we woke to a true Stockholm view—a watery landscape
with islands, bridges, ships, tugs, steeples, gulls and, most
characteristic of all, small ferry boats moving perpetually.
Stockholm views over water to its palace, parliament, opera,
and medieval Old Town are everywhere open, and adding to the
impression of openness are the old stone quays which, because the
water is deep, parallel the shorelines. There were no barriers, and it
was quite simple to drive right into the sea. Despite strict alcohol
rationing, this was frequent. The harbors are so deep that ocean
liners can come into the city, and rising up before medieval
neighborhoods the ships are a strange and dreamlike sight.
Friends had found us a large turn-of-the-century apartment at
Varvsgatan 1-A on Sodermalm, the southern and, at least in our
neighborhood, working-class island of the city. It belonged to an

artist family named Hallstrom who planned to go to Sicily for a year,
and it had a large studio room with windows looking across the lake
to the northern shore. The magnificent view included the Stadshus,
the Stockholm City Hall, built in 1923 on the lakeside in a northern,
socialist (spare), Venetian-Gothic style. The Nobel Prize ceremonies
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are held in its banqueting hall. When William Faulkner was
awarded the prize in literature we as American diplomats were
invited. Faulkner gave a beautiful acceptance speech, which is still
often mentioned. The physics prize that year was given to Cecil
Powell for his discovery of the pion. Discoveries in science were less
noticed than they are today, and only Einstein was widely known.
His photograph in rumpled sweater often appeared in the Boston
Herald Sunday rotogravure beside that of Jack Dempsey or Gene
Tunney.

Our apartment had washbasins in the bedrooms, one small
lavatory, and behind the kitchen a bath-laundry room, seldom used
by us, as the wartime rationing of hot water was still in effect, and we
had hot water rarely—on Thursday afternoons. Bill says. For baths
we went to the public bathhouses, antique and steamy, where we sat
in the sauna on wooden shelves, naked, and like loaves of bread on a

bakery shelf. These baths still had bath women who for a small fee
would scrub one.

We knew no one in the building or neighborhood but one
evening had strange visitors, two young men—one named Peter
Wallenberg from the powerful and distinguished banking family that
owned Stockholm Enskilda (private) Bank—who asked if they could
use our window to observe an apartment across the street. In the
apartment, they explained, was someone they suspected of a
mysterious activity—political, we judged. They stayed more than an
hour, had a drink, and seldom looked out the window. We didn't

see them again while in Sweden, but many years later at a party in
Washington met Peter Wallenberg and drove him back to his hotel.
When we reminded him of his visit to us on Sodermalm, his

expression became suddenly impassive. Nothing further was said.
It was odd, we thought. Does Enskilda Bank, which has many
commercial interests, have a private intelligence service? And who is
investigated?
Our neighborhood was one of small shops. At first I seemed to
spend much time in them as I usually couldn't name what I wanted
(spices were especially out of the question). The dairy still sold milk

in bulk, wiih customers fetching it in a jug, and the cleaning-supplies
shop had a marvelous display of ancient wringers and mangles, as
well as ropes, buckets, loofahs, and a powdered soap called,
mysteriously, Persil (Parsley). In the city were glorious old market
halls, which sold fish, venison, and wild berries, but I had not yet
discovered them. When we later moved to Karlavagen I often went
to the market at Ostermalm's Torg, where I remember feathery grayyellow-green dill in tall pails and large shining flounders.
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View from our windows at Varvsgatan.
Jeff on high bridge over Lake Malaren.

We liked especially to go out at night. Stockholm is north of
Moscow, and in winter months the sun comes up at ten, stays at treetop level, then sets early in the afternoon. Ingmar Bergman's films
well describe the powerful effect of this long darkness. After the sun
set, the old narrow streets of Sddermalm became profoundly dark,
and the dimly-lighted shop windows looked like cave entrances. In
one of these we saw a beautiful merry-go-round, powered by candles
set in the backs of small, red, wooden horses. As it was expensive,
we made one ourselves.

When the candles burned down and the

heat became intense, it went round at a manic speed. Before
Christmas the dark streets were hung with lanterns in pagan
shapes—moons, fish, and suns.
Bill went to a local kindergarten where it seemed not to bother
him that he understood nothing—he says that children don't
understand much anyway. We knew that he finally understood
Swedish perfectly when one day he came home from first grade and
reported with satisfaction that everyone at school had been speaking
English!
We had a kind and pretty Finnish nursemaid named Riita who
introduced us to surprising foods such as bloodpudding, pudding
made of blood, eaten with sugar syrup or wild berries. The children
liked this a lot—we, not so much. Food in Sweden is (otherwise)

delicious, and some of it I should surely mention: venison with wild
mushroom sauce; lojrom, a large, pearly-textured, yellow fish roe;
kraftor, small crayfish, eaten only during midsummer with lanterns
hung and cold aquavit (much) drunk from special small glasses;
lingon, a tiny cranberry, bitter and wild-tasting; smoked eel; and best
of all, hjortron—perhaps cloudberry in English—a musky, yellow,
raspberry-shaped, wild berry. At Christmas there is lutfisk, which is
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cod or some other fish soaked in lye over a period of weeks, served
with black mustard seed and cooked dried peas!
Although Bob was attached to the Embassy, our position at first
was low on the diplomatic list, so we did not, fortunately, have to
entertain much. Later when we rose on the list, we had to entertain

in a formal style with four wines and guests seated according to
rank. This was such a traumatic change that I still have nightmares
in which the table is set, the guests seated, but there is no food.
(Oddly enough, the dream table is often at my mother's house and is
set with Fostoria blue glass.) Bob reports that we gave a dinner,
which included two ambassadors and Dag Hammarskjold—have
erased this from my memory. The ritual formality of Swedish dinner
parties was extraordinary, and there were rules about when a
woman might raise a glass to drink—only when a man or the hostess
lifted a glass to her, which fortunately was often. One should not
address a general's wife as "you," but must, if offering her coffee,
say, "Will the General's wife have coffee?"—a strange, distancing
formality, used sometimes by children to parents, one step more
respectful than the plural you. Today general's wives in Sweden are
addressed as du (singular-diminutive) everywhere.

In the spring the Hallstroms decided that it was cold in Sicily
and wanted to return, so we had to move. Bob went to look at a

house offered for rent on Lidingo, a large wooded island northeast of
the city. He came back to report that it was owned by a beautiful
woman in a kilt and yellow pullover. This was Carin Malmberg,
who became our dearest friend, and there are now many accounts by
writers and poets of her beauty—one describes her as "sinfully
beautiful." Once she worked for a brief time in an antique jewelry
shop. A friend named Carl Johan Rappe came in, and when Carin
complained that no one had bought anything all day, Rappe replied,
"Of course, when they see you they don't want to buy anything old."
We took the house and so came to know Carin and her

husband, Bertil, who quite changed our life in Sweden. Bertil was
then 57, handsome, intellectual, worldly and charming. He was one
of Sweden's best known poets and later became a member of the
Swedish Academy. During the war my mother had read a book of
tales of childhood which she found so funny, sad, and poetic that she
insisted we listen while she read it aloud. It was Berth's Ake and His

World. The poetic genius of these stories of BertiTs childhood in the
north of Sweden overwhelms me each time I read them. The book

was beautifully translated by Marguerite Wennergren, American
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wife of Axel Wennergren, founder of Electrolux. When we met the
Malmbergs, Bertil was newly married to Carin, and they had decided
to live for a year in France. They left, and we moved into their new
and elegantly furnished house.
The house was on a hillside close to the sea, and during the first
summer we spent long days and evenings on a nearby rocky beach.
At midsummer the sun shone almost all night, and so sensual was
the experience of this long twilight that I sometimes felt myself in a
strange dream. We didn't realize how unusual that summer was.
The next summer it snowed on Midsummer Day.

MCB, Bill & Jeff on doorstep at
Klovervagen 18 in Brevik, Lidingo,

Ford #1 (1946) in front of Bertil &

Carin Malmberg's house.

1949/50.

Our part of the island was named Brevik. It could be reached by
a small railroad, which went from the center of Stockholm, across an

old iron bridge, through rocky, wooded countryside to Brevik
station. On the way it passed the factory where the Aga stove is
made. (I was never been able to persuade an Englishman that this
stove is made in Sweden—and now it no longer is.) From Brevik
station one bicycled home through the fields.

Jeff. Knitting by MCB.

MCB & Jeff
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Bill started school at Kiippala, some distance away. He walked
there, and I often thought that his was a very small figure to be
setting off in the snow and dark for a foreign school, but he did not
protest and was, I think, as a child, alert, optimistic and most
interested in what would happen next. Carin has since reminded me
that he survived quite well and won first prize in Swedish. He had
a friend named Bengt, and one day we discovered that he and Bengt
had been peddling cigarettes from our

storeroom about the neighborhood. As
cigarettes were rationed and American

cigarettes unknown, the neighbors were
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quite surprised. The boy's route to the

a

storeroom was through a window,
although there was a door nearby. When
I discovered them in the storeroom, they
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also went out through the window; was it
part of the plan?

In the summer of 1949 we drove from Stockholm to Paris,

leaving the children behind. Although we had a kind nursemaid,
Sissel Ruud from Stavanger in Norway, she was young, and I was
uneasy. Rightly so, it turned out. Jeff, who was only two, very much
minded our leaving and one day walked alone to the railway station
to look for us, and Bill and Bengt were on the roof smoking
cigarettes.

We drove through Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Holland, and
Belgium, passing through Hamburg, a dreadful landscape of ashes
and rubble. During the bombing of the city there had been
firestorms, in which fires reinforced one another to create an

immense updraft, which nothing could withstand. There were
stony-faced, desolate people in the streets, and it was hard to
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imagine that the city could be rebuilt. Paris, on the other hand,
seemed quite untouched. Bars, cabarets and restaurants were all
open, as were the Seine barge swimming pools, and food was, I
believe, unrationed. Only the large number of uniforms in the streets
told that there had been a war.

Bob, who had been in Paris before the war, had a dramatic plan
for entering the Etoile at sunset, driving down the Champs Elysees to
the Tuilleries and Louvre, then across the river to Notre Dame—a

plan nearly thwarted earlier in the day by the Belgian police, who
had stopped us and required that we transport priests going to outof-the-way places.
Paris was more beautiful than any city I had seen—at least more
elegant, for Stockholm is very beautiful—but on first visits one resists
cities. Not until later, when I was there in the spring and saw the
chestnut trees along the Seine in bloom against a stormy sky, did I
realize that Paris is ultimately beautiful.
From Paris we drove to the Loire chateaux, Mont-St.-Michel and

Rouen, sometimes sleeping in fields in our sleeping bags, once
waking to find a large sow staring down at us. Before going to France
I had read Henry Adams' romantic account of Mont-St.-Michel and
from it imagined the 12th-century stones would speak.

Mont-St.-Michel

A loaf of bread, a jug of wine.

but there were too many tourists and omelet shops, and I was too
provincial and untaught to like Romanesque architecture. It was a
style not then in favor, and I think that in Boston they once
considered tearing down Trinity Church (19th c. Romanesque). I did
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admire Mont-St. Michel's magnificent setting and terrible dungeons
and now wonder at my ignorance.
From Rouen we drove north along the Pas de Calais coast,
stopping at some of the tremendous concrete bunkers that seemed to
have been abandoned only the day before. Their doors hung open,
and there were still German calendars on the wall. At Boulogne I
was amazed to see Folkestone so close across the channel, a reminder

of the small margin by which the war was won. We then drove
across the Zuiderzee and through Germany, coming suddenly in the
night to a Rhine bridge that didn't exist (just a few fragile wood
barriers and dark water down below)—and finally back to
Stockholm.

Crossing the Zuiderzee, 1949.

When I think of Carin and BertiTs house I often remember the

coal bin. If locked out we could get through a small window, land in
the coal, and so enter the house. We also had trouble adjusting the
furnace damper, and sometimes die fires got extremely hot. Once we
were so alarmed that we called the fire department. About ten
minutes later a middle-aged man in tweed knickers came on a
bicycle—sent by the fire department, he said, to make sure there
really was a fire.
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When Carin and Bertil returned in the spring of 1950 a life of
gaiety began, but just before this Bob and a neighbor from our

Embassy, Bob Abbott, sailed through the archipelago to the open
Baltic in a small 22-square-meter boat, designed for fresh-water
sailing. They reached open sea, but there encountered a heavy storm
and only just managed to get back to Sandhamn, a sheltered harbor

near the outer edge of the archipelago. Returning from Sandhamn,
with rocks on every side, they met at night an even fiercer storm with
strong waves and lightning. Bob Abbott went forward to reef the

mainsail and was cast overboard but from the water was justable to
clutch at a stay. When they finally came back, they seemed quite
pleased with the voyage.

We then moved again, this time to a new apartment house in
Stockholm, built for diplomats and known to the Swedes as "the

diplomat cupboard"—Knrlnvngen 115. There we had a spectacular
apartment on twm floors, the top a large studio room with a center
fireplace and outside terraces.

A curved staircase led to the lower

floor, where there were two large rooms
for entertaining. The drawback was that
there were only two small bedrooms, the

builders no doubt thinking that
diplomats needed to entertain more than
to sleep. As Mark was soon to arrive,

and as we had by then two Norwegian
girls to help, we were crowded—but

happy. We even managed to fit in
Mother, who came to visit in May 1950.

fr
Karlavagon: apartment was on top

Carney & Bill, Saltsjobadon, outside

floor and penthouse.

Stockholm.
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Mother had not been in Europe before. We wanted her to see
Norway, so we drove there, and Bill went with us. I have Mother's

diary of this trip; my own memory of it is transfixed by vertigo. The
narrow roads in the high mountains are icy and drop offon thesides
into vortices ofnothingness, and Bob seemed always to want to back
up.

We stayed in Oslo with my childhood friend. Monk Donald,
who had married a Norwegian, Finn Ferner, whom she met while he
was studying at Harvard. Monk's mother, Alice Donald, whom I

always admired for her open and friendly nature, was staying with
Monk, and we spent a night at Nesoy where Finn's family had a
summerhouse. I often went to see Monk, and she came to
Stockholm. She was there when Mark was born and answered the

phone in the night when the hospital called to say that he had
arrived.

We then droveto the Norsk Hydroplant in

Rjnknn, which

made heavy water, used by German scientists who were trying to
develop an atom bomb. Six heroic Norwegians blew up the
equipment in the plant during the war. From there we drove to

UUensvan^i>, Stnlheini, and Nord^ord, passing Loin stnvkirke (an early

Ford #2 inNorway.

Stalheim

Viking church); farmhouses with flowers growing on their sod roofs;
spectacular views of glaciers and mountain valleys; and, in the
Gudbrnndsdnl, a company of gypsies in painted wagons. Mother had
some exciting encounters with Norwegian bathrooms. In one the
toilet came apart, the chain pulled out of the wall, and the door

handle came off, leaving her locked inside. Bill, always well armed,
took along his slingshot and water pistol. He and Mother shared a
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room and slept with what she described as "feather beds on top of

Slingshot in back pocket.

During the previous summer Bob and I had driven to the fjords
just at midsummer. The experience of the tremendous grandeur and
loneliness of Nordfjord in the nightlong twilight was one in which I
felt that moment alone was a lifetime.

Next to our apartment house at Karlavagen was a large public
park where the children played: Jeff in the care of a barnvakt (park
nurse), Frau Dietze, who led the children to and from the park on a
rope; Bill, usually with a Canadian friend, Peter Southam (whose
cousin, Donald Southam, 35 years later was our next-door neighbor
in Phoenix). I think Bill and Peter were embattled in the park,
because I found a map they had made with various park features
noted, including "Enemy toilets." There were also rules for a society
they had formed—V.G., for Violent Gang. The first rule was, "Don't
persuade."

A word about the Southams. They were Canadian diplomats
who next were posted in Warsaw. On the way there by car they
stopped at an intersection in a small town in Poland and found
themselves suddenly surrounded by an angry crowd. This was in
the early days of the Cold War. Alarmed, they put up all the car
windows. The crowd started beating on the windows, and the
Southams became truly alarmed until finally one man who could
speak English shouted, "Your car is on this man's foot!"
A younger Southam child, Christopher, was Jeff's friend. One
day I was standing with Christopher in front of the apartment house
when a royal limousine drove up with the young Swedish Crown

Jeff (front). Bill and Peter Southam (rear

at a birthday party somewhere

When a small child, Jeff was wary of the telephone, which in
Sweden peeped if left off the hook. One day Carin saw him
cautiously approach the telephone, pick up the receiver and say,
"Peep."
Jeff once invited a small American girl named Betsy Powelson
to play. I heard her say, "Jeff, let's play with Bill's Erector set"—this
strictly forbidden by Bill, but Jeff couldn't lose face, so they did. A
few minutes later I heard Betsy call out, "Bill, Jeff is playing with
your Erector set!"—perfidy in women. Betsy's father, Steve
Powelson, has since gained fame for his ability to recite, at speed, the
entire Iliad in Greek.

At Christmas we strung a curtain between the two large rooms
and had theatricals, with dazzling costumes and long periods of
mysterious silence. Bill, in a kerchief and my old plaid skirt, was
Cinderella, rescued from a witch by Peter, who as Santa Claus sang
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Good King Wenceslas. Jeff, in a little red gnome's hat, opened and
closed the curtain, bowing and singing Jingle Bells.

Bill had learned to read Swedish at the nearby grammar school
and was suddenly able to read English as well. This seemed quite
miraculous to me, as in the first-grade reading groups of Bluebirds,
Robins, and Sparrows, I had never progressed from the Sparrows.
At the school he had a Swedish girl friend named Ingela, whose
name is carved on the front of his desk, now owned by James.
On October 28, 1950, the day after old King Gustav V died at
age 92, Mark was born in the Karolinska Hospital. He was very
sweet and small, weighing only five-and-a-half pounds, but we kept
him warm with a hot-water bottle. The Swedes have always

practiced natural childbirth, so I was fully conscious at the moment
of his birth. The nurse held him in the palm of her hand and said,
"You have a fine little boy." I think she must have sensed that I was
bewildered—I had expected a girl—and I heard her say to the other
nurse, "I wonder if she'd like me to put him back." In Sweden
gynecologists had little to do with pregnancy or childbirth. One was
told that one was pregnant, and from then on took samples of urine
each month to a pharmacy. Delivery was by a midwife. I remember
that Carin was pleased about Mark (she is his godmother) but also
quite upset because I missed the royal funeral procession with
catafalque and black horses with plumes.
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V

Possum <k Mark

A year later. Carin & Mark

This was in the midst of the Korean War. As we were only 400
miles from Leningrad, I felt isolated and worried. For instance, Mark
as yet had no passport. We had his name added to mine, then finally
got him one of his own; but two years later, when we moved to
Switzerland, we found that his passport was packed in trunks that
had gone ahead of us. Bob took care of this by typing and signing
one on Embassy paper, to which he affixed red seals.
The feeling I had of isolation was not
caused solely by the war; it had also to do
with the winter dark and the remoteness of

the city. Copenhagen, the nearest capital, is
a full day's train-ride from Stockholm, and
when I went there with Carin, it seemed like

going to the tropics.

The Malmbergs and we by then had become good friends. We
met their friends and once went with them to lunch in a country
house belonging to Johannes and Brita Edfeld. I remember this
especially because we all laughed so much. Carin and I wore very
chic hats, or so I thought. Carin's fit close to her head and had a
small veil, and mine was of bright green felt with a large white bird
across the front, a seagull perhaps—or an albatross? Our Swedish

had improved so we were able to carry on what I imagined to be
worldly and flirtatious conversations. Flirting was, I often thought,
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what Swedes did best, and I have missed it ever since. Carin had

wonderful parties with delicious food, at which everyone drank a lot
and enjoyed himself immensely. One morning, after a dinner party,
Carin found a young poet of renown, asleep imder the dinner table.
A friend of Bertil's that I remember especially was Olof
Lagercrantz, poet and later literary critic for Dagens Nyheter. He was
intelligent and amusing. Recently in film director Ingmar Bergman's
autobiography I found the following:
Olof Lagercrantz who had been much admired by me, started
persecuting me. When finally he became the cultural guru of the
newspaper Dagens Nyheter his attacks took on grotesque proportions.
About Smilesof a Summer's Night he wrote in 1955, 'The poor imagination of
a spotty youth, the insolent dreams of an immature heart and a boundless
contempt for artistic and human truth are the forces which have created this
comedy. I am ashamed to have seen it.'

Carin had lived in the country as a child and was greatly fond
of the woods. Europe's woods are not overgrown like ours; they
have had centuries of tending so that their floors are open and
inviting, and mushrooming is a favorite occupation. The children
and I went often with Carin, and we soon discovered the drama and

danger. A beautiful, white, edible mushroom looked to me exactly
like a deadly poisonous one. The spotted red ones—hung in replica
on Christmas trees—were the deadliest of all. A particularly
enticing, slim, silvery-white one was so poisonous that I still
remember its sinister name—flugsvamp. We went to a mushroom
exhibition where more than 200 kinds of mushrooms were displayed,
some edible, some edible if boiled, and some edible if you had not
picked a deadly poisonous relative by mistake. One plate had
mushrooms labeled with three stars, meaning "Edible, very good,"
but the stars had been struck out and three daggers substituted.

Stockholm

For Bill's sixth birthday we decided to have an American party
in the woods on the shore of Lidingo. Carin and her friend Nini
Westergren, dressed as Indians (they are both tall) appeared and
disappeared among the trees, and the children were so excited that
they dashed wildly into the woods, and we were afraid that we
might not find all of them again.

Winterized Indians

Carin and I won something in the Swedish lottery and decided
to use our winnings for a trip by bus to the south of France. There
BertiTs actor friend, Karl Gerhard, had a beautiful house named Villa

Fatima Morgana in honor of his little Danish-African adopted
daughter, Fatima, as well as of the mirage-like view of the
Mediterranean from its terrace. (The origin of all this is almost too
tangled for explanation:/flfa morgana is the Italian term for a kind of
mirage seen particularly at the Straits of Messina, named for Morgan
le Fay, a witch in the King Arthur legend, who was supposed to have
caused the mirage.)
Bertil, Carin, and I went together,
traveling through Denmark, Germany,
Switzerland and Italy, seeing Rhine
castles and stopping in Heidelberg
where, when young, Bertil had studied
at the university and where he was
eager to eat sausages again. Walking
about the town were students with

ceremonial dueling scars on their
cheeks.

Bob came later by air. On this trip I first saw a high Alp,
Monte Rosa, from the plains north of Genoa; I thought then I had seen
the ultimate in grandeur. In a Genoa square, small, ragged boys

Slockliolm

came by the bus selling cigarettes, smiling and calling out, "Smoking!
Smoking!"
Karl Gerhart's villa was on a corniche below the ancient village
of Rocquebrune, its large terrace overlooking not only the sea, but, in
the distance, Monte Carlo. Bertil often got lost in the villa. Then we
would hear a cry from some turret, "Carin, where am I?"

We were enthusiastic about canasta

and played it, not only all day in the sun
on the terrace, but also in bed. One

evening we went to the casino in Monte
Carlo, then a vastly ceremonial place,
and I especially remember the
"regulars," old women who wrote small
and spidery systems into notebooks.
Carin and I had great luck and collected
so many jetons that Bertil and Bob had to
help us carry them.

I

«
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After four years in Stockholm we moved in 1952 to Switzerland.
Before we left Stockholm Mark learned to walk and, apparently more
important to him, to sit. We kept finding him in curious places,
under tables, in closets, and together with Carin's Airedale Lulu in
her basket—sitting.

And for some reason, just before leaving, I took Bill to see
Gypsy Rose Lee (I guess it seemed historically important) and
reported to my mother that he liked the jugglers, whom he called
"junglers," but was mystified by Gypsy Rose Lee. I explained that
the audience liked to see her take off her clothes. "Yes," he said, "but
she didn't take them all off."

Stockholm

This has been an imperfect account. I would have liked to
recover the great beauty of Sweden's landscapes and light; the
sophisticated, comic sense of its actors, poets and singers; its spare
and aristocratic interiors—and many other things; glacial rock with
ancient fertility carving; medieval Visby; lakeside dance pavilion;
bracken and winter wild-rose hip; church nave painted with
grotesque visions; midsummer maypole dance in the snow; aquavit
and laughter—^but when set down these lose the mysterious quality
which they have so long had in my mind. It has often occurred to me
that joy in its pagan sense may be known only in Sweden.

1988
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Stockholm

Glossary
Spelling checker suggestions

Boulogne
Dagens [Nyheter]
Elysees

Betrayal
Bologna
Daggers
Ellipses

Fatima

Fattier

Gustav

Gusto

Ingmar
Lidingo
Lingon
Lojrom
Musky

Anagram
Lading
Linguine
Legroom
Mucky

Bertil

Sandhanm

Sandman

Tuilleries

Toiletries

Visby

Visibly
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Bertil Malmberg 1889-1958, photographed by RWB at home, about age 62.

THE LUNATICS*

I know not what they feel, know not what thing
they seek, as there they shuffle in a ring,
nor what they think, as motionless they stand
beneath the clouds that move across the land.

—^The first one is a maharajah's son
of Notanywhere and Knownbynone.
The second's called the old Count of Chambord.

—The third has lived a thousand years or more.

The fourth, a precious crystal vase.
Illumined by descending rays,
where some indescribable hand

may place a rose, just now and then.
And they have each of them their world and space,
hid from other, unseeing, face,

and each his own moon's power and magic play,
and each his own, far distant. Milky Way.
—But long ago, for not so many hours,
they faced the same warm sun as ours.
The same light on their lifted faces glowed,
the same sands through their hourglass flowed.

—They had the same complaints—the same outcry,
the same patch of conflicting wants as I.
Yes, their lives also were both sweet and sad,

with many failures, just as we have had.

*Bertil Malmberg's poem, D&rarna (1929), translated from Swedish by Robert
Bean, July 1989. Written by Bertil at age 40 in Germany, when he was
temporarily confined in a mental institution following a breakdown caused by
alcoholism.

The Lunatics

But secretly they nurtured a proud dream
of living life apart from real Ufe's stream,
of sheltering, from any sudden storm,
a private kingdom of perfected form.
And he who is a maharajah's son
was stricken, as if sacrilege were done,

when his mother's roughened hand would seek
to touch his noble pale-as-marble cheek.
And he who is of royal French descent
knew bitter pain when, in a market tent,

above the grain and meal and tea,
he glimpsed the light of Bourbon fleur-de-lis.
And he who is a thousand years or more,
and knows what Time's bleak cloud-world has in store,

soon felt contempt for lives that toilers led,
and laid aside his awl and thread.

And he who is a precious vase,
refracting all the sun's descending rays,
abandoned her whose love for him was sure.

For him, the gift she gave was too impure—
the kisses and warm words she offered him
too tainted seemed of earth and mortal sin.

So slipped they to a distant shore,
from which they shortly could return no more.

—They were forever bound by magic spell;
asunder all around them fell.

—And all things were as if without a sound,
all uncormected, and all things unbound;
and nothing now was fixed or fast,
and light itself was but a string that snapped—

The Lunatics

But now the ring, that binds them like a rope,
has widened to the whole horizon's scope.
There is no breeze, no ripple, that disturbs
contempt's domain, preserved within those curbs.
Their measure is their own belief;

they can be touched by neither good nor grief.
The guard who shepherds them all day
leads but their bodies home along the way.
Beyond Ihe reach of anyone,
untouchable, the maharajah's son;
untouchable, the old Coimt of Chambord;

and he who's lived a thousand years or more;

and he who is a priceless vase,
translucent with the sun's bright rays.

-Only their bodies glide along the way,
alight with glare of late autumnal day.
Around their limbs, unnoticed, flap
their loosely-fitted grey asylum wraps.
And now the winds blow cold out there.

October's leaves of gold swirl everywhere.
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Feathered friends.
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Winter 1949-50. Bill outside Malmbergs' house in Brevik.
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Bill, probably at Saltsjobaden in May 1950, when Gamey came to Stockholm. Probably a hired boat and driver.

I
Midsummer 1950, Lidingo. If you think those clouds look threatening, you're right. Itsnowed.

Sunday 29 October 50
Dear Mother & Dad,

I thought of sending a telegram saying, "Baby born
Saturday. Both fine", but Possum dissuaded me, I thought it
would help to keep up your interest. By now I think, we have
enougli examples in our family to prove that boys can only
have boys and girls can only have girls. You were very clever
to liave one of each. ...Unfortunately, the day after he v/as
born tiie Oovornment declared four months of national mourning,
but I understand this is for the King who died this morning.

Anyway, 1*11 have to wear a black tie and a black' armband for
the next four months which seems personally contra-seasonal.
.. We think his name is Thomas Faulkner Bean, although this

is an emergency for v;hich we v/eren't prepared. Faulkner \ms
Possum's grandmother's maiden name, i.e., Mrs. Cross's grand
father.

That would be Bill, Jeff, and Tom's great-great-

grandfather. ..Tom comes from Tom Thumb.

He weighs only 5^

pounds,
otherwise completely normal, healthy, and handsome,
with lots of black hair and the customary brown eyes.
V/e
Judge he came about two weeks early, presumably in order to
get some rest, since Possum is not the nost inactive kind of

expectant mother, ..Possum's also in fine shape.

Vfent to the

hospital Thursday morning and then nothing fwither until early
Saturday morning, so had a good rest and read lots of books
in the meantime.
Eiospital called me at three a.m. and said
it was a boy.
I said oh is that all and went back to sleep.

They're at the Karolinska Hospital, v/hich is reputed to be the
best in kurope. ..Possum's grandmother now has six greatgrafadbhildren*

And eleven male descendants. ..A few items to

bring you up to date on general news: The Crosses have sold
their house in Wellesley Hills and moved to an apartment at
i i 100 Memorial Drive, Apt 11-1 B, Cambridge. Bill has
learned to swim, i.e., has swum thirty yards v/ithout corks,
as a result of Possum's taking him once a week to an Indoor
pool for lessons. Jeff can count to nineteen, inaccurately.
The new king is 68 years old. The one who died was 92. The
new crown prince is 4, v/hich I suppose means the new king
will have to last almost as long as the old one or there'll

be a regent. There probably v/on't be a coronation because it
would be too expensive.
grounds in 1907•

The old king turned one down on those

Will you pass along the news to the Dunlaps; T plan to write,
but may not be right away. Thanks for tVie pictures from your
Joint vacation last summer. Pest to all from
POS&UM
BILL
JEFF
TOM

nl'lH°
Dear Mother and Dad,

Thank you for your letter and your very generous check. I thln^:
we cafl huj; tliree bv.ntlnge for that amjunt and since the baby would at
the moment fit three times into one bunting it is really too much but
vfe do thank you I

Do you like having threegrandsons? I think Bob wanted it to be
a boy all along. He's now sitting plotting out their futures on a piece
of graph paper1
All is going well. We have an excellent nurse for which I am very
thankful as the baby is so small that he needs special care - hcate d
bed etc. - but he is getting along well - never cries and is gaining

fast. The boys have only seen the baby once - the day we brought him
home as the doctor said that they should be kept away because of colds
until the.baby is bigger. So I don't think they really believe that he
exists. Jeff's principal interest when I came home seemed to be the
fact that I had no stomachl

I wish you could see Bob now with the housework and children.
I wouldn't have believed it but he can do everythingi He has been a

wonderful help but I'm glad he won't have to do it for long as I think
its dismal feo come home fromthe office and start taking care of children.
There has been lots to see in Stockhom with the king's dying
the funeral procession and a huge military parade when the new king
reviewed his troops which took place in a big field right in back of
our apartment so we had a perfect view. Its been quite an experience
for Bill.

I had marvelous care in the hospital in many ways even better than

at home but had a fairly hg.rd time with the language during the delivery
because there were so many new words I hadn't heard before. The bab.v

came very fast and they kept telling me to do and not to do things and
I had no idea what they were talking about! but it all v/orked out well

and he came Just the same! He was delivered by a miav/ife. Thato the usual
thing here. These women devote their lives to doing nothing but deliver
babies and are extremely competent. The doctor only comes if surgery is
required. And I must day it was much cheaper. Doctor hospital and
everything cost only about 125 dollars.

Baby's name! We feel badly that we told eveiyone that it would be

Thomas because everyone wrote saying wliat a nice name they thought it was

and now we have definitely changed tc/l^luFaulkner. Hope you like it
too.
^7—

Have had this letter in the typewijater for four days now so guess

I'd better finish and send i t .

. Lots of love,
Possum
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Diplomathuset, which had three main entrances (ours was No. 115), was built on part of what had been a
large army parade ground and training field, named Gardet. Across the road were army barracks, then
still in use, seen from our windows. More large apartment blocks soon were built on the military field,
and the barracks have since been replaced by private housing. Seated in window, band-aid on Imee, is
Jeff. The trees have leaves, but there is ice on the ground. September?

Nobel, 1950 December 10, six weeks after Mark was born. Find me if you can; I can't. Possum is in center of second table

from foreground. On her left—she leans away so as not to be hidden by a candelabrum—is Ake Natt och Dag (Night and
Day), member of one of the oldest noble families of entirely Swedish origin, who stemmed from Nils Sigridsson, a knight
who lived in the time of Birger Jar! (powerful regent credited with founding Stockholm) and died cl299. By 1600,
genealogists referred to the family as Dag och Natt because the shield on their coat of arms was gold in the upper half and
blue below. This appellation was changed to Natt och Dag and adopted by the family as its name. I looked it up in my 22volume Swedish encyclopedia. —rwb
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Summer 1951, home leave in Marion, Massachusetts. Mark, age about 9
months, with his great-grandmother, Elizabeth Keith Faulkner Warren 18661957, age 85. He has never before seen anyone so old.
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Ford #2. Possum in front passenger seat, looking at rainbow.

Jeff leams to read. Or is he only looking at the pictures?
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June 1952. Packed and ready for move to Bern, where Robert has rented house in Muri and bought our first Jaguar, the
Mark VII, black, with tan leather seats. We are staying at Saltsjobaden Hotel (in background), outside Stockholm. On
pier are Malfrid, one of two Norwegian au pair girls (the other is taking care of Mark, age 19 months), Possum (age 31),
and Jeff (age 5). Bill,9, is on rocks. We have sold our 1952Ford and will fly to Switzerland.
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Entrance to Karlavagen 115, as it appeared inJuly 1998, forty-six years after our departure.

